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History 

The dominant tradition in historical scholarship is one that deals in single 
cases. The time, energy, and talents of the typical historian are fully engaged 
in the discovery, organization, and interpretation of data on the history of 
his own society or his own culture. This focus has created a tendency for 
mainstream historians to refrain from questioning some of the fundamental 
assumptions that are current in tLeir own envi10nments. Historians who 
specialize in the history of alien cultures have not made much impact on 
their own society, nor have their perspectives greatly influenced many of 
the most prominent historians who dominate the profession. Moreover, the 
parochialism of some of the most talented and ~idely read professionals 
percolates down to the popular mind in a simplifkd form, stripped of 
nuance and qualification. The cultural chauvinism that is a regular con
comitant of human conflict is, wittingly or unwittingly, propagated by many 
historians. 

This phenomenon is conspicuous in frontier historiography. In South 
Africa, the migrations of the Voortrekkers from the Cape Colony to the in· 
terior in 1836 and the following years form the centerpiece of Afrikaans his
toriography; but despite all the attention that has been paid to their Great 
Trek, there has been little attempt to distinguish what was truly original 
about it by systematically comparing it with other mid-nineteenth century 
landward migrations that were prompted by ideological as well as economic 
factors, such as the Mormon migration to Utah. 1 

l. For ex.ample, C. F. J. Muller, ed., Five Hundred Years: A History of South Africt1 i1;:i 
toria and Cape Town, 1969); also idem, Die Oorsprong van die Groot Trek !Cape TowD ~ 
Johannesburg, 19741. There are broader perspectives in W. K. Hancock, "Trek," Econorruc Jiis· 
tory Review, 2d scr. 10, n. J 0958) :331-39, and E. A. W.ukcr, The Great Trek, 5th ed.11.o!:' 

0
~; 

1965). P. J. van der Merwe has written the following distinguished works on the uek.bae;;_ Dv 
Ncordwaartse luweging vaa die Boere voor die Groot Trek. (1770-l 842) (111c .li.aglle, 193. 
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In the United States, Frederick Jackson, Turner, father of the famous 
honticr hypothesis that the frontier experience shaped both the American 
character and American institutions, has exerted an extraordinarily pro
found influence over his successors.' His ideas were formulated in a na
tionalist ethos permeated by social Darwinism and the rise of the United 
States to the status of a major world power during the 1890s. Ray Allen Bill-
ington, his principal interpreter, continues to claim that the American fron
tier experience was unique and that it is therefore incomparable,• leaving 
Americans to stand apart even from the history of western Europe, the re
gion from which most American immigrants came. In fact, of course, every
thing is unique; but everything is also related to other things in systematic 
and comparable ways. One of the least persuasive claims of the frontier hy
pothesis is that American frontiersmen had faith in the equality of all men, 
an assertion which is contradicted by the fact that these same frontiersmen 
excluded Indians, Mexicans, and blacks from equal status.' Indeed, Turner 
and most of his successors have almost completely disregarded the fact that 
two societies were involved in the frontier process in North America: an 
indigenous Indian society as well as an intrusive European one. 

From the perspective of this volume, the experience of the indigenous 
society is as significant as the experience of the intrusive one. In this respect 
we a.5ree with Jack D. Forbes, who has defined a frontier as "an intergroup 
situation."' Furthermore, despite numerous and far-reaching variations, we 
com,ider that the frontier should be seen as a phenomenon with common 

Treklwer in die geskiedems van die K<1<1pko/o11ic (1657-1842) (Cape Town, 19.lRl, and Trek: 
Studies oor die mohiliteit van die pionicrshemlking aan die Kaap (Cape Town, 1945). 

2. Turner's paper was tirst published in The Anmwl Report of the American Historical 
Assoc:1ation for the Year l H\13, pp. 199-207; it is also available in the Rohhs-Merrill Rcprint 
Series in History, no. H-214. Amoni: tht: most perceptive of the many appraisals uf Turner's 
work .ue: Stanley Elkins and Eric McKittm:k. "A Meaning for Turner's Frontier," l'oliucal Sc:i
c11cl! Quarterly 59119541:,Ul-5.l, 565-602, which, too, is available in the Buhbs-Merrill Re· 
print Series, no. H-64; Richard Holstadter and Seymour Martin Lipsct, eds., Turner and the So
ciolo,,:_~· of the Fromie; (New York and London, 1968); Richard Hoffst3dter, The l'ml{ressive 
HWoriam (New York, 19691, pt. 2; David M. Potter, "Abundance and the Frontier Theses," in 
People of Plenty !Chicago, 19';81, pp. 142-65; and Jackson K. Putnam, "The Turner Thesis and 
the Westward Mo·,rement: A Reappraisal," Western Historical Q1111rterl_v 7 (19761 :377-404. 
There are usetul bibliographical essays in Hofstadter, The l'rogussfre Hi.~toriam, pp. 470-77, 
and Ray Allen Billington, Westward Expansion: A History of the American Frontier, 4th ed. 
1Ncw York, 19741, pp. 666-71. 

,1. Ray Allen Billington, "Frontiers," in The Comparntive Approach to American His
tory, ed. C. Vann Woodward !New York, 19681, p. 76. 

4. Ibid., p. 80. Billington, who has written copiously on Turner and the American west• 
ward movement, summari;:es his ideas in The American Frontier Thesis : Attack Jnd Defense, 
Amc:rican Hist0rical Association Pamphlet no. 101, 1971 ed. 

S. Jack D. Forbes, ."Frontiers in American Historv and the Role of the Frontier Historian " 
Eth:-:.,Justory 16 ll966l:207 . . ' 
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basic characteristics wherever and whenever it has existed in history. As 
Robin F. Wells has written, a frontier system is "a distinct socio-cultural 
type."" On the other hand, neither Forbes nor Wells is very helpful in setting 
limits to the frontier concept. In particular, Forbes secs a frontier situation 
as continuing to exist so long as there are ethnic differences between indige
nous and immigrant communities, or between succc~ssive immigrant com
munities, long beyond the time when, in our perspective, the zone has 
ceased to be a frontier. While "an inter-group situation" is intrinsic to our 
definition of a frontier, it is only part of a full definition. 

The comparative approach has been used by anthropologists ever since 
their disdpline began to emerge in the nineteenth century. Today, com
mitted though they have become to intcm,ive field research, amhropolo~ists 
still conceptualize their material in a universal framework. Sociologists and 
political scientists also use J!Cncral models and take cognizance of institu
tions in Africa and Asia.· 

Historians have been less committed to systematic comparative stud
ies. The great French medievalist Marc Bloch used comparisons as a method 
of testing hypotheses, hut the scope nf his work was limited to \\"t'.Stern Eu
rope, and predominantly to medieval western Europe." At the global level, 
Arnold Toynbee regarded "civilizations" as the only intelligible fields of his
torical study, and his mammoth Studv of History is structured as a com
parative study of civilizations; but his work was uneven and he failed to pro
vide a consistent meaning for his basic concept.v During the last three 
decades, however, some historians-including Bloch's successors in the An
nales school-have been applying the comparative approach more rigor
ously than Toynbee and across a wider range of human experience than 
Bloch. Slavery is a notable example of an institution that has been receiving 
comparative treatment from historians."' Recently, some have extended 
their purview beyond the history of slavery in Western culture to include 

6. Robin F. Wells, "Frontier Systems as a Sociocultural Type," Papers in Anthropologr 14 
119731:6-15. 

7. Shmuel N . Eisenstadt and Barrington Moore, Jr., are notable contemporary examples. 
8. Marc Bloch, "Pour unc historic comparee des societcs europeenes," Re~·ue de Synthese 

Historique 46 11925): 15-50; English translation without footnotes, "Toward a Comparative 
History of European Societies," in Enterprise and Secular Change, ed. Frederic C. Lane and Jelle 
C. Riemersma (Homewood, Ill., 1953), pp. 494-521; William H. Sewell, Jr., "Marc Bloch and 
the Logic of Comparative History," flistory and Theory 6 (1967): 208-18. 

9. Arnold J. Toynbee, The Study of History, 10 vols. (London: 1935-541. In the last four 
volumes of this work, Toynbee shifted from "civilizations" to "higher religions" u the intelligi
ble fields of historical study. 

10. Laura foner and Eugene D. Genovese, eds., Slavery in the New World: A Reader in 
Comparative History (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1969); David Brion Davis, The Problem ol 5/in·• 
ery in Western Culture and The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Rt'vnluuoo. l7Y0-1fl.J.J 
(Ithaca, N.Y., and London, 1966, 1975). 
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rrecolonial African versions of slaVl'ry. 11 They have been preparing the way 
for scholars to formulate general hypotheses concerning the rise and decline 
of property in human beings, as well as the varied forms that the institution 
has assumed in different periods and different political culturc:s and eco
nomic sy~.tem!>. Adopting an even broader perspective, historians may even
tually attempt general histories of l.1bor systems and provide expl.mations 
for why different systems have prC\ailcd in different times and pl.ices . 

Cnmp,1rative frontier historiography is much less mature than com-
parative slavery historiography. It has suffrred frnm two main methodnlogi-

• cal weaknesses. First is a lack of clarity in dcHning the suhiect and a lack of 
rigor rn identifying and classifving comparable entities within the subject. 
Such a iuJgment is not meant to denigrate the useful and cardul testing of 
the Turner hypothesis lin specific frontiers. Works by Paul F. Sharp, Fred Al
exander, and H. C. Allen, and the provocative essays in Walker D. Wyman 
and Clifton B. Krm:ber's well-known The Fro11ticr i11 Pcnpecti1·e all test as
pects of Turner's hypothesis on the Australian, Canadian, and other fron
tiers; ;ind W. K. Hancock has written an imaginative essay applying Turner's 
ideas to southern Africa. 11 ln 1977 David Harry Miller and Jerome 0 . Steffen 
edited a symposium entitled The Fnmtier: Comparative Studies, in which 
they permitted each author to attach his own meaning to the term frontier. 
The result is a series of scholarly essays on societies as disparate as the Ro
man Empire and modern Brazil, without any organizing principle or com
mon factors of analysis. 1-' We ourselves, when we conducted our first gradu
ate seminar at Yale University on this topic in 1971, committed the same 
error. 

Sc·cond, the historical discipline is such that most individuals arc esscn-

11 . Frederick Cooper, l'lantatwn SJ.way 011 tht' Ea.~, Cou~t of Alric,/ (New Haven, Conn., 
19771, S(4,ume Meiers and Igor Kopytoff, eds ., S/<11wv in Africu: /li,toncc1/ ,1t1d Anthropologi
cal l't!nrecrive~ iMaJison, Wis., I 11771. On rnmparauve h1ston· in ):encral, sec the articles on 
"Compa1auve History in Theory and l'racucc" in the Ama1can /f1storical Re\'/t'W, vol. HS, no. 
4 (October 191101; also George M. Fredrickson, "Comparative History, " in The l'.ist He/ore Us: 
Contcm;,orar,,· Historicul Writing in the United States, ed . Michael Kammen (Ithaca, N.Y., 
1980), pp . 457-7.1. 

12. Paul F. Sharp, "Three Frontiers : Some Comparative Studies of Canadian, American, 
and Ausrrali,m Settlement," Pacific HIStorica/ Re\·iew, vol. 24 (November 19:iS), Fred Alex
amkr, Aloving Frontier: An Amencan Theme and ft.< Application to Australian Hi .~tory 
iMcl!J<1urnc. 19471; H. C. Allen, Bu.~h and Bac/H1onml.<: A Comparison of the Fmntier in Am
tra/ia and the Umted State.\ !East Lansini;, Mich. , 19591; Walker D. Wyman anJ Clifton B. 
Kroe~r, eds. The Frontier in Perspective \Madison, Wis., l9:i7); W. K. Hancock, Survey of Bm
ish Comm,mwea/th Affairs, 2 vols. in .1 ilondon, 1937-42), 211 ): 1-72. 

13. David Harry Miller and Jerome 0 . Steffen, eds., The Fruntier: Comparative Studies 
INorm.u-•. Okla., 1977), p. 6. Most of the essays in this book are specific studies without any 
eomparauve features, but there are illuminating comparative passages in David Harry Miller 
ar.d Wilham W Savage Jr "Ethni S d th · · . : , ·• . c tereotypcs an e Frontier: A Comparative Study of Ro-
man ana Amcncan Experience," pp. 109-37. 
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tially one-region specialists who have looked rather cursorily beyond the 
case they know to find matching attributes elsewhere, instead of attainin~ a 
higher level of abstraction and giving the different regi~ns treated equal 
weight. Thus, American frontier historians tend to regard the American 
case as a model against which they have analyzed and evaluated other fron
tier histories. This was the conceptual basi:.; Marvirr W. Mikesell used in an 
important review article, "Comparative Studies in Frontier History," in 
1960." 

Here, building on ideas advanced by Martin Legassick and by Hermann 
Giliomee, and by several of our students in unpublished essays, as well as on 
an artic.le by Marc Bloch and more recent publications by Giovanni Sartpri, 
William Sewell, and others, we and the other contributors are attempting to · 
overcome these weaknesses by pooling our knowledge of two distinct re
gions, defining our concept of a frontier in universal terms, and explaining 
its application at different levels of analysis.'' 

We regard a frontier not as a boundary or line, but as a territory or zone 
of interpenetration between two previously distinct societies., .. Usually, one 
of the societies is indigenous to the region, or at least has occupied it 
for many generations; the other is intrusive. The front,icr "opens" in a 
given zone when the first representatives oi the intrusive society arrive; it 
"closes" when a single political authority has established hegemony over 
the zone. When the frontier has closed in a given zone, the intruders may 
have exterminated the indigenous people (as in Tasmania); they may have 
expelled them (as in North America from east of the Mississippi); they may 
have subjected them and incorporated them into thejr own political and 
economic system (as in South Africa); the intruders may themselves have 
been incorporated by the indigenous people (as happened to the Portuguese 
in the Zambesi valley between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries!; or 

14. Marvin W. Mikesell, "ComparJtive Studies in Frontier History," Annals of the Asso
ciation of American Geo.~raphers 50 !March 1960): 62-74. 

15. Martin Legassick, "The Griqua, the Sotho-Tswana, and the Missionaries, 1780-1!140: 
The Politics of a Frontier Zone" !Ph.D. diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 19701, pp. 
1-9, 634-61:1, and "The Frontier Tradition in South African Historiography," The Societ1ef of 
Southern Africa in the Nineteenth and 1\ventieth Centuries, University of London, Institute of 
Commonwealth Studies 2 tl 971): 1-33; Hermann Giliomee, "The Eastern Frontier, 1770-
1812," in The Sliapmg of South African Society 1652-1820, ed. Richard Elphick and Hermann 
Giliomee !Cape Town and London, 1979) pp. 291-337; Giovanni Sartori, "Concept Misforma
tion in Comparative Politics," American Political Science Review 44 119701: 103-53; and the 
anicles by Marc Bloch and William H. Sewell, Jr., listed in note 8 above. Alastair Hennessy, in 
The Frontier in Latin American History !Albuquerque, N. Mex., 19781, uses a conceptual 
framework compatible with ours. 

16. The term froatJ.er has had a checkered history. John T. JW'i.cek, "American Uugc of the 
word 'frontier' from Colonial Times to Frederick Jackson Turner," Proceedings of the AmtTl· 
can Philosophical Society 10, no. l !February 19661: 10-34, and Fulmer Mood, #Notes DD tbe 
HistorY of the Word 'Frontier,"' Agricultural History 22 (April 19481: 78-83. 
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they may have reached a s·takmate (as was the case with the eightct'nth
Ct'ntury frontier of New Spain in the provinces of Texas and New Mexico). 

Most cases arc more complex than we have indicated so far. Two or 
more intrusivc peoples may he competing with one another as well as with 
thc indigenous inhabitants for control of the frontier zone (as with the 
French and English in the Mohawk and Hudson River valleys); or the indige
nl)US populations may he so sharply divided among themselves th;lt they 
persist in devoting more energy to their competition with cmc another than 
tc, resisting the intruders. In some cases it may not he possihk to Jistinguish 
hctween indigenes and intruders: such frontier zones atT areas whne two 
societies meL't and compete (as with the Frend1 and the Germans in the 
Rhineland, or the Germ,ms and the Slavs in e,1stern Europe). However, there 
,m: three essential clements in any frontier situation as we conceive it: terri
tory; nrn or more initially distinct peopks; and the proccss by which the 
relations among the peoples in the territory begin, develop, ,111d eventually 
crystallize. We shall examine these thrce clements separately. 

Fust, the geography of a given frontier zone provides the opportunities 
and sets the limits for human activity there. The geographical variahles in
ch!<lt: tcmpt:r.iturc and precipitation; contours and catchment areas; soils, 
vc-get..ition, minerals, and fauna; and the spatial rdationship hetwcen the 
frnnticr zone and the territory from which the intruding people originate. 
The c.irrying capacity and attractiveness of land varied prodigiously, from 
n,~ar zero in the case of deserts to very high figures in the case of excep
tionally well-favored areas; so that those who, following Turner, have at
tc mptcd to define frontier zones in terms of population density are not 
providing a useful tool. 1' Even within the United States, which was Turner's 
concern, there were immense differences in the carrying capacities of dif
ferent sections of the frontier. Furthermore, in the course of time discov
eries and technological advances have dramatically altered a territory's 
attractiveness and carrying capacity, as when gold was discovered in Cali
fornia in 1848 and on the Witwatersrand in 1885, or when dry-farming tech
mques assisted in the intensive white settlement of the North American 
Great Plains. 

Second, the qualities of the basic cultures of the interacting societies go 
some way toward explaining the nature of their interactions. Hunting, herd
ing, mixed farming, and industrial societies all have different capabilities 
and different ranges of social structures, political organizations, and belief 
systems. Further, no society is monolithic. Within a single society, different 

17. Throughout the period 1870 to 1914, "the U.S. Census considered a density of between 
two and six per square miles to indicate a 'frontier' condition." David I. Wishan, Andrew War
ren, and Rohen H. Stoddard, "An Attempted Definition of a Frontier Using a Wave Analogy," 
Tlie Rocky Mountain Social Science. /ournal <, 11969I: 73-81. 

. 
Wl:_m;a;. ¥t.AW 
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groups have different interests: fathers and sons; men anJ women; towns
people and countrypeople; and regional, ethnic, and class rivals . Occupa
tional differences, especially among intruders, are often highly significant. 
Hence, Frederick Jackson Turner and other historians have classified fron
tiers according to the occupations of the intruders: missionaries, traders, 
pastoralists, cultivators, speculators, ;1dministrators, soldiers, and so on.•• 
Such analytic devices are fruitful, for the objectives, methods, and effects of 
the various categories <litter quite profoundly, provided we recognize that in 
practice individuals often perform more than one occupational role, and 
that several types of intruders arc usually present in a given frontier zone at 

the same time. 
In many cases, rival segments within both the indigenous society and 

the intrusive one compete with each other in a frontier zone. Indeed, in 
every contact situatitJn, even \vherc relationships are predominantly vio ... 
lent, crosscutting ties quickly develop across the major cleavage. Thus in
truders acquire allies among indigenous peoples. In virtually every con
frontation between incoming whites and Indians in North America and 
whites • .md Africans in southern Africa, whites were able to form and ma
nipulate such alliances. In Natal, for example, the army of the Zulu king 
Dingane was crushed in 1840 by regiments controlled by his hall-brother 
Mpande, who had allied himself with Afrikaner voorttek.kers. But this was 
not just a one-way process . .In North America Indians benefitted tempo· 
rarily from Anglo-French competition for control of the Hudson, Mohawk, 
and Saint Lawrence River valleys, and in southern Africa, Africans took ad
vantage of Anglo-Afrikaner tensions, as in 1868, when Moshweshwe per· 
suaded the British to annex his kingdom of Lesotho rather than allowing it 
to be carved up by the Afrikaners of the Orange Free State. 

The extent of the technological and organizational gap between the in· 
teracting societies is also significant. By the time of Christopher Columbus 
and Vasco da Gama, Europeans already possessed several advantages over 
American and African societies, and the gap increased dramaticaJJy during 
the industrial revolution, reaching its greatest extent in the 1880s and 
1890s. Whites were then able to establish hegemony over the remainin~ 
frontier zones in North America and s0uthern Africa at .a low cost in lwN 
and money, with the use of quick-firing machine guns and of I01tati.:-t. th# 
were far superior to those of the native Amerindians and Air re.an, 

A frontier process has a beginning and, at least J"'•rc-r.n,llY .s.., r'f>-! i_,, 
the opening phase, except when it takes the form ,.; a m 1 '. •a!'\ r ~~·.:- • · • .,. 

it did in the Spanish conquest of Mexico .anJ l'cru t !-: <' ~ .. , - Vt, •" : "« - ···•• • •' 

sive society are usually too few to be pcrccl\°t'\i .a, a. thn ..ri r • :.,~ t1t..:. ,', ,_.,_.,.: 

18. This aiulync~l .arr~ ho been mC'J ~ c~t1•ir~-. .._ • • ,,,._,.., ,.,. ..... ~ 

British Common..-t.Jlth Aff.un. 

• 
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inJi;:;enous orc.h:r. Even sc), the actions ot the first intruders, who may not 
themselves be tarmers, may quickly initiate profound systemi-: changes in 
the indi!!enous so-:iety. The material goods they introduce may cause in
tense competition to control or monopolize them among segments of the 
loc.d population and may damage the interl'sts of the local people who pre
viously maJe and exchanged ~ooJs that served equivalent purposes. The 
power pf the intruders and the ideas they purvey may shake the confidence 

" of some of the indigenous people in the validity of th1.:ir own belief systems 
a11J the respect for their own political and cultural leaders, including their 
intermediaries with supernatural forces. 

Gradually, therefore, members of the indigenous society may become 
aw,lfe that the intrusion -:onstitutes danger to th1:ir autonomy and identity. 
This process of erosion is often intensified by an increase in the number of 
int1uJers and by the arrival of new categories of intruders, especiaiiy of set· 
tle ,s-;1s wht:n farmers followed missionaries and peripatetic traders into 
thr interim of North America and southern Africa with the manifest inten
tion of becoming permanent inhabitants of the region . In such cases there 
then ensues a more or less open conflict for use of the natural n:sources of 
the region-land and water supplies-and eventually for physical rnntrol 
ovu the entire territory and all its inhabitants. The termination of the pro· 
cess is most clearly indicated by political events-that is to say, when one 
group establishes political control owr the other. Once that has been done, 
the. frontier ceases to exist. This does nut mean that the relations between 
th'-' inhabitants then become static, but rather that a new structural situa
tion has been created and that the ongoing historical process is no longer 
a frontier process. Subsequent relationships are relations of ethnicity and 
class within a single society, not frontier relationships between different 
societies. 

One should not assume that the intrusive society necessarily emerges 
as the winner in the struggle for hegemony in a frontier ::one. History is re
pkte with abortive frontiers. In North America, for example, the white in
tmders were palpably the losers in Raleigh's "Lost Colony" in North Car
olina. Moreover, distinguishing winners from losers depends upon one's 
time frame . One generation of people may more than hold their own in a 
frontier zone and the next generation may be overwhelmed. 

There are great differences in the extent of the powers that arc wielded 
by victorious regimes when frontiers close. Numbers arc a key factor. In the 
nineteenth century, enough Europeans settled in Australia and New Zea
land as well as North America to eliminate the possibility of a subsequent 
r~versal of power. White settlement was not so conclusive anywhere in Af
nca. Reversals of power have already occurred in Algeria, Kenya, Malawi, 

. - ____ ,,........, 
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Zambia, Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe, all of which contain former 
frontier zones that were closed under European control. At rhe present time, 
the white ascendancy is being challenged in Namibia and even in South Af. 
rica itself. In other cases, frontier zones have been contested for many gener
ations, or even centuries, with frequent swings of control, as in the frontier 
between Egyptians and Nubians in the valley of the Nile .,., 

Within the genus frontier it is possible to distin°)~uish various species 
and subspecies as one descends the ladder of abstraction. At the highest 
level, one might take cognizance of everything that is discoverable ahout 
frontier processes in the human experience, bearing in mind that all em
pires, many states, and numerous acephalous societies have generated 
frontier processes. There were frontier processes in precolonial Aml·rica 
and Africa, as when Pueblo-dwelling agriculturalists and t\p,1f'h,· ,., . ·n,·r· 

collectors confronted one another in present-day New Mexico and A11::011a, 
and when Bantu-speaking farmers migrated into southern African territo· 
ries previously inhabited only by Khoisan-speaking hunter-collectors and 
herders. 111 At an intermediate level, there are s~ecies that can be studied 
globally within a given time span, such as the frontiers created by the Ro
man Empire, or those created by the expansion of Eutope and of commercial 
and industrial capitalism in the modern era. At a still lower level, there are 
regional subspecies of the great imperial frontiers. This perspective empha
sizes the mobility of frontier zones-as in modern North America as a 
whole, where they moved in a generally westward direction until, by the 
end of the nineteenth century, the entire subcontinent and its surviving in
digenous peoples had been incorporated into an econ0mic and political sys
tem dominated by people of European origin. This is the-classic perspective 
of American frontier historiography. Finally, at the local level, small areas 
can be studied in depth to reveal the great complexities that exist when two 
quite small communities confront one another, as Richard Metcalf has 
shown in seventeenth-century Connecticut and Richard Elphick has dem
onstrated in the Cape peninsula and its immediate hinterland in the second 
half of that century. 11 

In selecting a perspective, we have kept in mind the limits we have as· 
cribed to the term frontier. Otherwise, we are in danger of resorting to what 
Giovanni Sartori calls "conceptual stretching, or conceptual straining, i.e. 

19. William Y. Adams, Nubia: Corridor to Africa (Princeton, N.J., I 977). 
20. Margaret Kinsman, "The Heartlands Frontier: A Comparatiw Study of Interaction be· 

tween Agriculturalists and Hunter Collectors in the American Southwest and Southern Bon· 
wana" !seminar paper, Yale University, 1977) . 

. 21. P. Richard Metcalf, "Who Should Rule at Home1 Narive AmC"ncan Poliucs "".d ~;~ 
White Rclauon.s" foumal of Amtrzcan HlSlory 61 (1974):651-6:'i; Ri.·h.ird Elpruck. f.t-.z. -

Castle: Khoikh~i and the Founding ui White South A{tJC41Nc: .. · H.m,n. Curus .. 19-':"1 
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w v.iguc, amorphous co11<.:eptu:1lizations" that "lose connot.itive preci
sion." '1 Histonarn, often fall into this logical trap. Frederick Jackson Turner, 
for l'Xamp!c, argued that the American pioneers' confront,nion with the wil
dcmcss was so overpowering that it reduced all nf them to social and physi
cal conditions of rough equality. In his view, these cnforccd egalitari,m con· 
ditions fostered a sense of democracy that in turn accounts for the American 
phlitical system. The complex problems of cause and effect are ignored for a 
dramatic ,111d attractive, if very broad, conceptu,1li::,1tion of the nature of the 
United States. Similarly, Walter Prescott Wchh's stimubting work, The 
Greut Frontier," actually embraces the entire process of European expan
sion in the modern age, which is a legitimate and important field of study 
hut deprives the word frontier of substantiai content. 

This hook compares two subspecies of the frontiers created by the ex
pan:sion of Europe and of commercial and industrial capitalism in the mod
ern ;1ge-those in North America and in southern Africa. 

William Scwell !us daimcd that the tcrm comparntive hi,tor_,. can 
have three meanings. First, as with Man: Bloch, it may hc a mcthnd of test· 
ing ;1ypotheses. Second, it may mean a c,imparative perspective, which off. 
sets the historian's tendency toward parochialism. Third, comparative 
history may be applied to "studies which make systematic comparisons be
twe,:n two or more societies and present their results in a comparative 
forn1at."" 

With respect to Sewell's first meaning, neither he nor Bloch would ex
pect us to propose an overarching hypothesis that purports to identify all the 
rek.:ant variables, to distinguish independent from dependent ones, and to 
organize them into a single, systematic model of the frontier throughout 
histliry. We do not believe it is possible to create such a hypothcsis ; and even 
if it were theoretically possible, the data are so incomplctc and many of 
them so ambiguous that it is not possible in practice . In any case, it would 
be naive to essay such an overarching hypothesis on the basis of the two 
cases studied in this volume. Nevertheless, our knowledge oi the two cases 
doe~ enable us to propose several hypotheses about the frontiers created by 
the expansion of Europe. For example, we discover that in both the cases we 
have studied, Europeans did not establish hegemony owr frontier zones 
without exploiting the internal divisions among the indigenous societies; 
and we also find that mass conversions of indigenous peoples to Chris-

!2. Sartori, "Concept Misformauon in Comparative Politics," pp. 10.\-t, 10.35. 
l.3. Walter Prescott Webb, The Gret1t Frontier !Boston, 19S2i; likewise D. W. Mcinig, "A 

Macrogeography of Western lmpcri.ili~m: Some Morphologies of Movini,: Fronuers of Political 
Control," in Settlement and Encounter: Geographical Studies Presented to S1t Grenfc:11 Price, 
eds. Fay Gale and Graham H. Lawton tMclboume, 1969). 

!4. Sewell, "Marc Bloch and th( Loiuc of Comoarative History,'' p. 218. 
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The North Amierican 
and Southern Alrican 
Frontiers 

In this chapter we set the stage for the studies that follow hy making some 
general comparisons between the contexts of the frontier processes cn:ated 
by white expansion in North America and southern Africa. ' In North Amer
ica we focus mainly on the region embodied in the continental United 
States excluding Alaska-an area of just over three million s4uarc miles 
with a present population of about 215 million people (1976), although sev
eral authors make excellent use of the French and English experience in 
Canada in their essays for this volume. By southern Africa, we mean the 
region now comprising the Republic of South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, 
Swaziland, Namibia (formerly known as South West Africa), Zimbabwe (the 
former Rhodesia), and Mozambique south of the Zambcsi River-an area of 
about 1.3 million square miles with about 41 million inhabitants ( 19771. 
This bo·:Jk deals mainly with the most durable and effective frontier pro
cesses in each region : that initiated by England and sustained by the inde
pendent United States itself in the North American case, and that initiated 
by the Netherlands and sustained by Great Britain and inde:pcndent Af
rikaner republics in southern Africa . However, references arc also made to 

the Spanish, Dutch, and especially the French frontiers in North America 
and the Portuguese and German frontiers in southern Africa. 

Tht: North American and southern African frontiers had much in com
mon. Both were products of the same general process: the expansion ot Eu
rope and of capitalism. Both had roughly the same chronolog;y. Following 

I. The chapters that follow examine the histories of the North American and southern 
African trDnticrs and pro\·idc ample document.ation; Ap~ndix 1 reviews the historiography of 
each of tht:se frontiers; and the Index is thorough. Consequently, to avoid repetition, the foot• 
noccs in this chapter refer to quotations, to specific works mentioned in the tein of the chapter, 
~nA l'n '!'II ,, • ..,. ct-1•orn,-n•c t-h!lf' ~.-.- nn• A.-"'llf' . ..... o lc.-u,l,,p,... 
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the voyages of Columbus 11492-) and da Gama (1497-\ a,1J , ,.1h.1:'1t:t:r11 
probings along the seaboards, Europeans established their first dt.:ui\·c 
bridgeheads in botli regions in the seventeenth century (Virginia, \ 607; New 
England, 1620; the Cape Peninsula, 16521. Thereafter, frontier zones suc
cessively closed and came under white control and new zones opened up, as 
whites moved westward in North America and north and e.ist in southern 
Africa. 

There were, however, suhstantial differences in the extent nf the Euro
pean involvement in the two regions, and hence in their political and 
economic systems. During the age of discovery, indeed, most Europeans re
garded North America as well as southern Africa as potential stepping
stones to Asia-hence the persistent search for a northwest p.1ss.1ge bv En
glish and Dutch seamen; but whereas they soon recogni::cJ that North A 

America had its own intrinsic attractions, the only substantial merit sea
borne explorers saw in southern Africa, before diamonds were discovered in 
1869, was the strategic location of the Cape peninsula. 

North America was much more accessible than southern Africa. In the 
_1820s the voyage from England to New York in sailing ships averaged about 
five and a half weeks, compared with between nine weeks and three months 
for the voyage to Cape Town; by 1840, steamships were taking between one 
and two weeks to New York and about three weeks to the Cape. Also, the 
Atlantic coastline of North America contained numerous natural harbors 
that provided shelter for colonial settlements and bridgeheads for expansion 
inland, and it was pierced by numerous rivers, many of ~em navigable for 
50 to 100 miles inland and several of them navigable deep into the con· 
tinent . In stark contrast, there were scarcely any natural harbors on the 
southern African coastline-ships were frequently wrecked by storms in 
Table Bay-and not a single southern African river was penetrable from the 
sea by ocean-going ships. Moreover, in southern Africa a series of obstacles 
impeded movement inland from the Cape peninsula-the sand Cape flats, 
the Cape mountain ranges, and then the arid Karroo-whereas there were 
no formidable barriers to the expansion of settlement into North America 
from the east coast to the Appalachians, through which there were easy 
mountain passes to the vast fertile areas beyond. Conditions comparable to 
those encountered in southern Africa existed only in the Great Plains, des· 
ert, and Rocky Mountain areas of the trans-Mississippi West. 

These effects were intensified by the location and extent of natural re· 
sources in the two regions. In North America, the rainfall, the soil, and the 
pasture were suitable for crop production, or at least for stockfarming, vit· 
tually all the way from the Atlantic Ocean to the 100th mcndi.rn runni~ 
through the Great Plains, beyond which the rainfall was k,;s th.an rwcnrv 
i che~ JI v r. But while true deserts existed in the Grear B.uin. AJ i.;utU. iind 
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snL:the.1stcrn California, the West Coast and hundreds of river valleys in and 
bcy,md the Rocky Mountains had a sufficient rainfall or water supply to pro· 
mute agriculture. On the other hand, the western thn:e-tifths oi southern 
Africa has less than twenty inches of rain a year-much of it less than ten 
inches-and with preindustrial technology it pcrmitteJ at most very exten· 
sivc: stockfarming. The only exceptions \Vere a small area with a Mediterra
nean-type dimate near the Cape pt·ninsula and the adjacent south coast, 
and a strip along the Kunene River in the north ot Namihia. 

Conse4ucntly, there was a radical ditferem:e in the scale of European 
migration to the two regions. By l 700 there were about 200,000 Europeans 
in the English colonies in North America, hut only about l,200 in the Cape 
Colony; in l 800, over four million in the United States and only 20,000 in 
southern Africa; and in l 900, when the frontier era had ended in both re· 
gions, ahout 67 million in the United States and just over one million in 
southern Africa. Furthermore, North America;s attractiveness and accessi
bility made it the scene for intense emnpctition and major wars among rival 
European powers from the seventeenth century through the Napoleonic 
wars. No such rivals contested the Dutch East India Company's control 
of the Cape Colony before the French revolutionary and Napoleonic pe· 
riod, after which Britain's supremacy in most of southern Africa was not 
challenged by other European powers before the l 880s, when Germany an
nexed South West Africa and Portugal gave effect to her old claims in 
Mo::ambique. 

Besides being the scene for international rivalries, a situation that in
volved claims to frontier lands not yet occupied, from an early stage colo
nists in the English North American colonies possessed considerable local 
autonomy. In the War of Independence they acquired full national status, 
when political responsibility for developing and controlling the most dy
namic frontiers in North America passed from London to a limited federal 
govc:rnment which was eventually located in Washington. Jn effect, control 
pas:;ed from highly centralized but distant overseers to local participants. 

In South Africa, on the other hand, the,Dutch authorities gave the colo
nists very little say in the formulation of official policy (though they did ac
qui;;sce in considerable de facto kcal autonomy in the frontier zones), and 
Great Britain did not begin to delegate political power to locally elected 
bodies until the 1850s. Even then, although Britain recognized the Boer re· 
puHics as being nominally independent in 1852 and 1854, and the Cape 
Colony and Natal as having responsible self-government in 18 71 and l 893 
respectively, she wielded considerable power throughout most of southern 
Africa until after the end of the nineteenth century-especially over fron
tier zones where white colonies and republics contested control with Af
rican polities. 
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Jn North America, massive successive immigrations from various parts 
of continental Europe, notably Germany, Ireland, and Italy, as well as from 
Great Britain, and the incorporation into the United States of territories 
with French- and Spanish-speaking communities in the nineteenth century, 
made ethnicity an important factor in intrawhite relationships. Neverthe
less, English cultural predominance, firmly implant~d in the thirteen colo
nies at an early stage, was never ~eriously challenged south of Canada. The 
English language became the lingua franca and the sole official language of 
the United States. In southern Africa, on the other hand, the century and a 
half of Dutch rule left an enduring legacy. After the British conquest in 
1806, there were two distinct, competitive white communities, and the ad
vantage that the newer British community possessed from its connection 
with the powerful and wealthy imperial metropole was offset by the fact 
that the Afrikaners were always more numerous than the British in the re
gion. The only comparabie situation in the United States occurred in New 
Mexico after the American conquest in 1846. There, while Anglo-Ameri
can authority was supreme, Spanish-American citizens greatly outnum
bered the Anglo population and thus exercised considerable influence in lo
cal government and insisted on Spanish as a second official language in the 
territory. 

Into both regions the European immigrants carried with them ethno
centric attitudes that were deep-seated in Western culture. Ignorant of the 
needs of local societies, they assumed that they were not depriving the in
habitants of anything if they occupied land that was not already built on, 
cultivated, or grazed by domestic animals. When they did knowingly de
prive local societies of their resources, they assumed that they were justified 
in doing so on the ground that the native populations had not used them 
effectively, or that their customs and mores stamped them as savages or bar
barians. By the nineteenth century many whites were concluding that Indi
ans and Africans were genetically inferior-a conclusion that was reen
forced when respected European scientists produced schemes classifying 
people in racial categories, with whites preeminent and Indians and Af
ricans far below them. But as David Harry Miller and William W. Savage, Jr., 
have observed in a recent study, derogatcry stereotypes of alien peoples as 
subhuman often accompany an expansionist ideology, and not only make 

:- atrocities possible, but indeed encourage them. 2 Thus the white commu
nities in both our regions were able to suppress any moral scruples they may 
have had about pursuing their own interests at the expense of the native so
cieties where they deemed it necessary. Moreover, in some cases they had 

2. David Harry Miller and William W. Savage, Jr., "Ethnic Stereot}'J)CS and the frontier: A 
Comparative Study of the Roman and American Experience," in The Froatier: Comparau1·~ 

Studies, ed. David Harry Miller and Jerome 0. Steffen (Norman, Okla., 1977/. 
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the added impetus of powerful ideological drives, as with the Puritans in 
New England. 

On their part, Indians and Africans often treated their first white visi
tors as they were accustomed to treating aH visitors-hospitably. In numer
ous places, including Virginia, they helped white settlers or castaways to 

survive by providing them with food. Such hospitality was not simply an act 
of naivete. Most of the indigenous societies in both North America and 
southern Africa could be characterized as inclusionist rather th;n exclu
sionist; that is to say, they readily assimilated strangers as well as making 
use of their ideas, their techniques, and their weaponry. 

However, it was not long before it dawned upon the indigenes that they 
were up against a completely new type of person whose impact was more 
fundamentally devastating than anything they had previously experienced. 
Whites soon assumed control over areas of land that were regularly used by 
hunters and collectors, or seasonally by transhumant pastoralists, or period
ically by slash-and-burn cultivators. Moreover, they assumed exclusive con
trol of such areas, whereas Indian and African leaders could not transfer the 
ownership of land; they could merely grant people the right to make use of 
land subject to specified conditions. Whites also behaved arrogantly, show
ing rhat they ignored the spiritual forces which the natives believed ensured 
the rertility of the land and the continuity of life. Thus Indians and Africans 
came to regard white people as lacking in humanity. 

The most numerous element in the pre-da Gaman population of 
southern Africa were mixed farmers, who owned cattle and sheep, grew 
sorghum and other crops, smelted metals and attached iron blades to the 
wooden shafts of their digging implements and spr.ars, and spoke one of sev
eral quite closely related Bantu languages. Living in settlements ranging 
from single-family hamlets to towns with over ten thousand inhabitants, 
they were organized in chiefdoms that also varied greatly m size. A chief 
ruled in conjunction with kinsmen, councillors, and village headmen, but 
male commoners also participated in making important decisions that af
fected the entire polity. Chiefdoms sometimes split into two or more auton
omous polities, especially when rival kinsmen contested the succession to a 
deceased chief. Young men often indulged in raiding cattle from neighbor
ing settlements, but so long as the population was not large enough to cause 
~hortages of land, game, and water supplies, serious warfare was probably 
infrequent-and so far as we know this remained the case until toward the 
end of. the eighteenth century. Religous beliefs and rituals were typical of 
~osc m small-scale, isolated communities. In a chiefdom, the living, the a:;inan~ those yet to be born were ~egarded as forming a social continuum, 

mncs of trouble peop~e sacnficed animals to the shades of their an-
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cestors or the ancestors of their chief, who could influence them for better 
or worse. 

Bantu-speaking mixed farmers had begun to infiltrate into southern Af. 
rica from the north at the beginning of the Christian era, and thereafter they 
gradually became more numerous by further infiltration as well as by natu
ral increase. By the seventeenth century they had established control over 
virtually all the land that was suitable for agriculture in the better-watered 
eastern two-fifths of the region. As they did so, they killed some of the ear
lier inhabitants, drove others into the mountains and western deserts. and 
absorbed others by marriage. However, they did not penetrate into the aiid 
areas west of the twenty-inch rainfall line . There, descendants of the an
cient inhabitants remained unchallenged until the advent of white intrud
ers. San, who became known to whites as Bushmen, were hunters and 
gatherers like their ancestors; Khoikhoi, whom whites called Hottentots, 
had acquired sheep and cattle from Africans farther north and become trans
humant·pastoralists. Possessing relatively unstable economies and weak so
cial and political institutions, the San and Khoikhoi were far less competent 
to cope with the problems created by the white intrusion than were the 
Bantu-speaking farmers. 

We do not have enough information to do more than speculate about 
the numbers of the pre-da Gaman inhabitants of southern Africa. There 

1 may have been about two -hundred thousand San and Khoikhoi hunters and 
· i herders and between two and four million Bantu-speaking farmers. 3 

People whom whites were to name Indians haye lived in North America 
for a very much longer time than Bantu-speaking farmers have lived in 
southern Africa. The first immigrants entered Alaska across the Bering 
Strait land-bridge from Asia during the late Pleistocene period at least 
19,000 and perhaps as many as 40,000 years ago. Significant immigration 
probably ceased about 10,000 years ago, so that a truly isolated and distinc
tive set of Amerindian societies emerged. For reasons we do not understand, 
there were migratory drifts of peoples from one area of North America to 
another for many hundreds of years, but by the time of Columbus, people 
had occupied every habitable part of the continental United States for many 
centuries. Scholars have estimated that the number of Indians living north 
of Mexico was between two and a half and ten million; perhaps five million 
is as good a guess as can be made from the evidence available. Because m..UlY 
small groups had lived in discrete areas for many years, Indi.an.s were much 

3. We know of no systematic attempt to estimate the number ot &ntu •puke:, s .. 1-.. .,.~ 
E.lphick estimates that there were "no more than 100,000 Kbo1k.ho1 1t1 thr. .. ,.,t.'l-""'" • •..,, 
in Kraal and Castle: Khoikboi and the founding of Wluie So.i:h Afn.:.i ~ ~ '- ,.,.. 
1977}, p. 23. 
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mon: differentiated than the Bantu-speaking inhahitants of southern Africa; 
they had had so much more time to adapt to the different environments in 
which they lived. Over two hundred ditfrrcnt languages were spoken in 
North America; scholars have grouped them into more than fifty quite dis
tinct language families and half a dozen basic language stocks. They prac
ticed a vast variety of subsistence activities, with numerous different forms 
of hunting and collecting and agriculture. However, they had no iron tools, 
and pastoralism, which was common in much of the Old World, was com
pletely absent in the Americas; there were no sheep, no cattle, and no equiv
alent domesticated animals such as the horse or the pig. Mobility in North 
America was due to the search for game and farmland, not pasturage. 

Eleanor Leacock has divided the region that is now the continental 
United States into seven areas, each characterized by a distinctive indige
nous economy.• 

I. Perhaps the most elaborate societies could be found in the Southeast 
where the culture of agricultural people had reached a peak shortly before 
the European discovery. The fertile lands of the Southeast not only provided 
maize and vegetables, but the woods teemed with game. An early white ob
server called it one vast decrpark. The Indians of the region were village 
dwellers and had clahorate ceremonial centers and rituals that reflected in
fluences from the distant Valley of Mexico . 

2. In the Northeast there was a series of woodland cultures stretching 
from Virginia to Canada and consistin~ of small groups or sometimes loose 
confederations of polities, where agriculture and also hunting and fishing 
were the mainstays of life. Along the shores south of the Saint Lawrence, 
the population, which depended on seasonal seafood, was fairly dense. 

3. The mid-central and eastern plains areas were an extension of the 
eastern agricultural area, but there were local variations in the food supply. 
In the Great Lakes region the population depended on wild rice for food
along with hunting and fishing-and used the birchbark canoe for travel. 
On the eastern plains a combination of buffalo hunting and farming was 
practiced. 

4. In the Southwest, where dramatic prehistoric climatic changes had 
produced a semiarid, even desert, environment, earlier hunting and gather
ing societies had evolved into a series of town-dwelling-or Pucbln-Indi
ans living in multistoricd adobe or stone communal houses. The Pueblo 
peoples were the most efficient agriculturalists north of Mexico. Some 
groups practiced flood-plain agriculture, while others in present-day Ari
zona developed canals to supply water for crops. As in the Southeast, the 
Pueblo peoples had experienced a mysterious material and cultural decline 

4. Eleanor Burke Leacock, "Introduction," in North American Indians in Historical Per
spective, ed. F.leanor Bwke Leacock ~nd_ Naqcy Oestricb Lurie (New York, 19711, pp. 9-10. 
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before white contact, a decline due in part to a sustained period of drn\l,·. 
and disease, and also-around the time of Columbus-to an invasion hi 
nomadic Athabascan hunter-raiders who had moved down from the north. 
Here in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries a true frontier zone existed 
between two Indian cultures. 

5. The Great Basin was the horne of desert cultures where widely scat
tered bands, scarcely larger than an extended family, depended on the 
gathering of seeds and wild vegetables and occasional hunting. 

6. In California yet another kind of hunting-and-gathering economy 
could be found. Here the beneficent environment provided acorns, seeds, 
game, and seafood plentiful enough to maintain a dense population and a 
relatively stable mini-village life. However, a seemingly simple lifestyle hid 
an elaborate sense of territoriality and an intense religiosity. 

7. In the Pacific Northwest plentiful sources from the sea and the forest 
sustained a wood and hunting culture that enabled inhabitants to lead a 
richer life in material terms than any other nonagricultural group in North 
America. Based on salmon fishing and whaling, hunting and wood prod
ucts, the economy supported a caste sodcty whose members ranged from 
wealthy aristocratic leaders inordinately proud of their ancestry, to slaves. 
The culture was distinguished by a flourishing array of art forms with wood 
as the medium, as well as an elaborate set of social and religious rituals. 

The social and political systems of the peoples of North America were 
as varied as their economic systems. As in southern Africa, most polities 
were quite small in size; but in North America, except in parts of the South
east which were influenced by the large-scale and highly stratified societies 
of Mexico, leadership roles were more widely diffused than was general in 
southern Africa : for example; military and civil authority among the south
eastern Creeks was often vested in different men. In some cases, such as in 
Iroquois polities, women played a larger role in decision making than in 
other societies, and in the semiarid areas, Indian "tribes" separated into 
smaller bands for survival at various times of the year but united to conduct 
a summer hunt. Some tribes approximated a system of hereditary chief
doms; in others, the leader might simply be the best warrior or the best 
provider. 

Still, in many respects the peoples of North America and southern Af. 
rica had common qualities-qualities that have been widespread among 
preindustrial, preliterate societies throughout the world. The scale of ef
fective organization, whether economic or political, was generally small. 
Though most people believed that there was a single Supreme Being who 
reigned over all the world, their sacred objects, their cosmologies, and the 
deities that directly affected their lives were highly localized. People were 
conscious of being embedded in their natural environments; they respected 
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pier in the initial stages, for unlike the native African population, who were 
identified as three distinct cultural and economic groups, the Indian popula
tions along the Atlantic coast were relatively homogeneous. There was no 
hunter:fishcr-gathcrer group, pure and simple, on the Atlantic coast, al
though some came close to that in Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, and along 
the Saint Lawrence. There were no pastoralists, for Indians possessed nei
ther cattle nor horses. There were no pure agricultural groups on the Atlan
tic coast, althou~h some Indian politics were devoted to the cultivation of · 
maize. 

Actually, the first f ronticr settlement at Jamestown was preceded hy a 
·debilitating wave of European diseases which considerably weakened the 
Atlantic coast populations. Even so, whites had a difficult time expanding 
inland until 1676, when Indians were defeated in two local wars: King Phil
ip's in New England and Bacon's Rebellion in Virginia. 

The second phase began with expansion up .the coastal river valleys 
westward where, in contrast to southern Africa, the land sometimes proved 
richer than that on the coast. By 1760 white scttlcmt!nt and control had 
reached the Appalachians; but here again the achievement was marked by 
the French and Indian War 11754-63), which was part of a larger European 
unrerial conflict-the Seven Years' War between Britain and France. In this 
an~ in the American War for Independence (1776-83!, Indians chose to ally 
thtmselves with one side or the other or to remain neutral. 

The third phase, 1763-1815, was marked, first, by the American Revo
lu, ion which resulted in the creation of the United States, and second, by 
Inlian resistance throughout the 1790s to whites expanding into the area 
between the Appalachians and the Mississippi River. That expansion into 
Kentucky, Tennessee,· and Ohio has often hcen portrayed as the quintessen-

. ti~l pioneering experience in American history, where small groups of 
wt,ites haJ to battle both the forces of the wilderness ;1nd hostile Indians in 
order to survive. But it is useful to remember that despite the American 
Revolution, the cis-Mississippi West remained an international frontier. 
After 1783 the British, now entrenched in Canada, developed diplomatic re• 
lations with the Indians in the Ohio country and in Florida. The Spanish in 
Louisiana continued to seek anti-American alliances with Indian tribes liv
ing in present-day Alabama and Mississippi. 

Despite the fact that the United States secured full political rights to 
the Old Northwest in the Jay Treaty of 1795, it did not establish actual polit
ical hegemony over the cis-Mississippi West until the close of the War of 
1812 with Great Britain. Thereafter the United States had full control over 
the Old Northwest and the Old Southwest, and acquired Florida in 1819. 

The fourth phase-a series of westward thrusts across the entire con
tinent-actually began whell Napoleon Bonapane acquired the Louisiana 
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Territory from the Spaniards in 1800 and sold it to tht· l '. !i1t tcl , : . , 

1803. The purchase of the Louisiana Territory not only ~av1: the Am~T,, .,:, 1 

a foothold in the trans-Mississippi West, it gave them a claim to 0 1 ::1:, 1n :m,! 

a portion of the Pacific coast. The acquisition of Louisiana tri~ercd a hurst 
of expansionist diplomacy that ended with the close of the Mexican War in 
1848. In this short forty-five-year period, the United'States annexed Texas 

. . 
Oregon, California, and the Spanish Southwest. 

It was also in this period that the United States, now clearly in posses
sion of vast lands beyond the borders of white settlement, initiated a policy 
of relocating all major Indian tribes from east of the Mississippi to reserva
tions west of that river. That removal in turn set up pressures on indigenous 
Indian groups who lived in the area or had moved onto the Great Plains once 
they had acquired horses. The pressure of the newly arrived eastern groups 
on the western ones led to conflicts along a · vast front from Texas to the 
Dakotas. In the case of the powerful Sioux bands, it led to their own a~res
sive expansionist policy, which displaced or upset other Plains groups. The 
coming of Anglo-American authority also disrupted long-standing trade, 
tribute, and warfare patterns that existed between the Mexican settlers of 
Texas and New Mexico and the Apache, Comanche, Navaho, and Pueblo In· 
dians, as well as the relations between the indigenous groups themselves. 
The new American presence in California after 1848 was disastrous for local 
Indians1 who were pushed off the land or killed by miners. Similarl,, the 
American presence in the Pacific Northwest created tensions and led to In· 
dian wars and frontier raids. By 1850 no Indians west of the Mississippi 
could fail to be aware that although they were still free, ~bites now affected 
nearly every aspect of their lives. 

Meanwhile, groups of American "voortrekkers" occupied distant Ore
gon and settled eastern Texas and the arid lnnds of the Great R,1sin. They 
had also begun to penetrate, by land and !ICll, pll!itoral McKic:111 C.1lif11rui11. 
Superficially, the parallels to white occupation of the Orange Free State or 
the Transvaal are tantalizing, for in each of these regions the local Anglo
American population seized the lands of both Indians and Spanish-Mex
icans and practiced a doctrine of "popubr sovereignty" by establishing in· 
dependent provinces or republics for a time. With the exception of the 
Mormons in Utah, however, these American trekkers were the cutting edge 
of an aggressive American nationalism rather than a retreat from imperial or 
metropolitan authority. 

The fifth frontier phase began when settlers, having leap-frogged the 
Great Plains and desert areas in search of rich lands and good climate in Cal· 
ifornia, discovered gold in that province in 1848. The California gold discov• 
cries set in motion a population rush and triggered a mineral frontier that 
expanded constantly until 1878 and led to the occupation of most of the re-
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other ..:ontcxt, "It was not the will to achieve that was lacking, but the 
means ot achieving which were limited."" 

In North America every factor-the environment, the land, the indige
nous people, and the organization and impulse of the initial British set
tlers-conspired to make the frontier an integral part of the European sys
tem of merchant capitalism. North America from the Atlantic coast to the 
Mississippi was a va.st woodland teeming with fur-bearing animals, and the 
shallow coastal waters were full of fish. The forests themselves provided 
timber for ships and masts, and the southern pi.1eries of the Carolinas sup
plied pitch and resi_n. Within twenty years after settlement, commercial pro
duction of tobacco in Virginia enabled the settlers to enjoy a remarkable pe
riod of prosperity and thus to reproduce, among the planter gentry at least, 
British rural lifestyles in the New World. Meanwhile, New Englanders de
veloped trade relations with Europe, Africa, and the Caribbean islands, car
rying goods in the holds of their own ships. Furs, foodstuffs, timber, and 
rum flowed from the ports of the northern and central British colonies, 
while tobacco, rice, indi~o, pitch, and a huge deerskin trade stemmed from 
the ports south of Philadelphia. 

In addition to the organized commercial network of agricultural pro
ducers, merchants, and carriers, one of the keys to this early success was the 
Indians themselves. While they were not a source of labor, they were pro· 
ducers of furs and skins as well .;s buyers of white goods. By 1650, English 
frontier traders had pushed their pack animals, loaded with trade goods, to 
the Appalachians, and by 1700 all the way to the Ohio and Mississippi val
leys. So great was the incentive to trade, that in New York colony the Iro
quois nation fought cognate tribes to gain control of the fur trade in their 
area. The North American frontier was thus not only capitalist in spirit; the 
white entrepreneur who first exploited it developed a frontier trade network 
that stretched hundreds, even thousands, of miles beyond the actual fron
tier of white settlement. A vast, usable system of waterways and portages 
facilitated this penetration. 

This system brought native populations into a relationship that inten
sified the traditional hunting aspects of the Indian economy without bring
ing about an overt dependence on the whites or a close daily exchange of 
goods and services as existed in the clientage system in southern Africa. 
Thus the Indian was at the same time much better off, in the sense that he 
could profit from a sale of furs, and yet worse off, in the sense that, not only 
di.d he come to depend on the trade for a livelihood, but he had come to view 
white goods as necessary for his existence. Trade relations continued as a 
maiar initial determinant of Indian-white acculturation clear across the 

'I . A. C . Hopkins, An Econo~1c Histqry of We.st Africa (London, 1973), pp. 293-94. 














































